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Restrictive Relative Constructions in Pesh: 

A Predominantly Internally-Headed Relative Clause Language 
 

Claudine Chamoreau 
 
 
Abstract: In this chapter, I offer the first description of restrictive headed relative 
constructions in Pesh, a Chibchan language spoken in Honduras. This language follows three 
relativization strategies: 1) internally-headed relative clauses in which the head nominal of 
the relative clause, which is a core argument or a genitive, occurs inside the relative clause. 
This is the most frequent and primary strategy in Pesh, as it is used to relativize subjects; 2) 
externally-headed relative clauses in which the head nominal, which has a peripheral role in 
the relative clause, occurs outside the relative clause, being represented in the relative 
clause by a gap; and 3) relative clauses introduced by a WH-word that functions as a relative; 
only locative WH-words piah ‘where’ and pikan ‘where, in which direction’ occur. The 
distribution of the three relative clauses in Pesh clearly responds to accessibility restrictions 
on specific functions. Further, this chapter explores the relation between relative strategies 
and degree of finiteness. Internally-headed relative clauses and externally-headed relative 
clauses are less finite and show some nominalized features in the scalar phenomenon of 
nominalization, since the marker that obligatorily occurs at the end of the relative 
construction in internally-headed relative clauses and at the end of the relative clause in 
externally-headed relative clauses is a case or the topic enclitic marker prototypically used 
at the end of noun and postpositional phrases. In contrast, relative clauses bearing a WH-
word are most finite, and their subordinate feature is marked by a subordinator at the end 
of the verb. 
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   CHAPTER 9 
 

Restrictive Relative Constructions in Pesh: A Predominantly 
Internally-Headed Relative Clause Language 
 
  Claudine Chamoreau 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
In his definition, Lehmann (1986: 664) introduces the different components included in 
relative constructions: “A relative construction is a construction consisting of a nominal (or a 
common noun phrase, in the terms of categorial grammar) (which may be empty) and a 
subordinate clause interpreted as attributively modifying the nominal. The nominal is called 
the head and the subordinate clause the relative clause (RC). The attributive relation 
between head and RC is such that the head is involved in what is stated in the clause”. This 
definition is broad as it may be applied to both headed and headless and to restrictive and 
non-restrictive (or appositive) RCs. Lehmann’s proposition is schematized in (1): 
 
(1) [[(head) nominal]RC]R.construction 
 [[head nominal]RC]R.construction 
 
In (1), the position of the elements follows the order of presentation in Lehmann’s definition 
inside the relative construction. However, no presuppositions are introduced about the 
order or the type of relation between the RC and the head nominal, also known as the 
domain nominal (Andrews 2007: 214). 
 In this chapter, I focus on restrictive headed RCs in Pesh,1 the northernmost of the 
Chibchan languages, and the only one spoken in Honduras. This chapter offers the first 
description and analysis of this type of construction in Pesh, which has not been studied in 
the scanty literature available on this language (Conzemius 1928, Holt 1999). The first goal is 
to show that the syntactic role of the head nominal within the RC is important for 
distinguishing three types of restrictive RC. The first type, an internally-headed RC 
(henceforth IHRC), occurs when the head nominal has the role of a genitive (possessee) or a 
core argument in the RC. The enclitic that occurs at the end of the relative construction may 
be a case marker or the topic marker. It corresponds to the syntactic role of the head 
nominal in the matrix clause, as in (2) where the accusative enclitic =ra marks the fact that 
the head nominal korta ‘the woman’ is the primary object (PO) in the matrix clause 
regardless of its role in the RC. In (2) the nominal korta ‘the woman’ is the A in the RC. This 
behavior coincides with Comrie’s description of an IHRC (1989 [1981]: 145). 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 For a study of headless RCs in Pesh see Chamoreau (2020a). 
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(2) tàsmà kàpàn kàpàn kórtà tayèɁ kàtʃe ̃̀mirà wíʃkarí2 
  tas=ma [kapan kapan korta ta-yeɁ Ø-ka-tʃã-Ø-pi]=ra 
  1PRO=TOP morning morning woman POSS1-small O3SG-APPL:R-see-S3SG-FUT=ACC 
 
  Ø-wiʃ-k-a-ri 
  O3SG-give.O3-K-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I entrusted him to the woman who will take care of my son every morning.’ {Txt}3 
 
The second type, an externally-headed RC (henceforth EHRC), is in complementary 
distribution with relativization by means of an IHRC, since an EHRC is used when the head 
nominal has a peripheral role (oblique or adjunct) in the RC. The case marker that 
obligatorily occurs at the end of the RC corresponds to the syntactic role of the head nominal 
in the RC, as in (3); the comitative/instrumental enclitic =yo indicates that the head nominal 
kukarska ‘the hoe’ is the instrument in the RC regardless of its role in the matrix clause, an O 
in (3). The nominal that functions as the head of the RC occurs outside the RC, being 
represented in the RC by a gap marked by __ in the examples of EHRCs. 
 
(3)  kúkàrskà yèɁhá tàkìíyó úhàrí 
  kukarska  [yeɁ-ha ___  ta-ka-Ø-i]=yo Ø-uh-a-ri 
  hoe  small-NMLZ            O1-hit-S3SG-PST=INSTR O3SG-hide-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I hid the hoe with which the small boy hit me.’ 
 
The third type is the RC introduced by a WH-word that functions as a relative pronoun (WH-
RC). It is less common and only occurs when the head nominal has the syntactic role of the 
locative adjunct in the RC regardless of its role in the matrix clause. In (4) the nominal ta-
kaɁo ‘my house’ is the O in the matrix clause. The head nominal that functions as the head 
of the RC occurs outside the RC, as in (4) ta-kaɁo ‘my house’. The RC is introduced by the 
clause-initial WH-word pi-ah ‘where’ which shows its semantic role in the RC. The fronting of 
the constitutent indicating the locative role is indicated by a trace, in the original position, 
marked by a t (Comrie 1998: 64-67). The RC is obligatorily marked by a subordinator 
encliticized at the end of the predicate, usually a verb, for example the uncertainty 
subordinator =sri in (4). 
 
(4) kètʃá tàkàɁó pìáh tàs tʃàɁárísrí tʃã̃̀brí 
  ketʃa ta-kaɁo [pi-ah tas t tʃa-a-ri=sri] 
  yesterday POSS1-house place-NMLZ 1PRO  be_there-S1SG-PST=UNCRT 
 
  Ø-tʃã-ber-i 
  O3SG-see-S1PL.EXCL-PST 
  ‘Yesterday, we saw the house where I was born.’ {Txt} 
 

                                                           
2 In the examples in Pesh, the first line represents a simple transcription (the accents indicate types of stress or 
tone, we currently do not know exactly which, and the tilde is for the nasal vowel). The second line is the 
phonological transcription (no stress or tone are transcribed); the third line gives the morpheme-by-
morpheme glosses; the fourth line provides an English translation. 
3 {Txt} indicates that the example comes from a textual natural corpus. Examples that come from elicited data 
bear no special mark. 
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IHRCs employ a non-reduction strategy, also called circumnominal RC (Comrie 1989 [1981]: 
146, Lehmann 1986: 665), whereas EHRCs and WH-RCs are described as reduction strategies. 
In Pesh, they are embedded and always postnominal. 
 The distribution of the three relativization strategies in Pesh clearly responds to the 
accessibility restrictions on specific functions summarized in Table 9.1: argument and 
genitive with IHRCs, oblique and adjunct (comitative, instrumental, locative, and object of 
comparison) with EHRCs, and locative with WH-RCs. This distribution shows a specific position 
for locative role as the WH-RC is representated only by this role and it is the sole one that is 
present in two types of constructions. The IHRC is the predominant and primary strategy 
used in Pesh because it corresponds to the relativization of the subject function. 
 

TABLE 9.1. Accessibility to different relativization strategies 
 

Strategy S/A PO SO GEN INSTR COM O.COMP LOC 
IHRC + + + + - - - - 
EHRC - - - - + + + + 
WH-RC  - - - - - - - + 

PO: primary object; SO: secondary object; O.COMP: object of comparison 
 
The distribution found in Pesh matches Lehmann’s (1986: 666-668) hierarchy composed of 
several sub-hierarchies: firstly, functions that modify verbs as shown in (5a); and secondly, 
functions that modify nouns, in (5b). This complex hierarchy explains why core arguments 
and genitives that have a higher position in the two sub-hierarchies share the same IHRC 
strategy (in bold) and why obliques and adjuncts that have a lower position share the same 
EHRC strategy (in roman). The locative role appears in roman and in italics because it can be 
relativized via two different strategies, the EHRC (in roman) and the WH-RC (italics). 
 
(5) a. S/A - SO - PO - OBL - ADJUNCT (LOC) 
 b. GEN – O.COMP 
 
The second goal of this chapter is to show the correlation between the degree of finiteness 
and the type of RC. A common characteristic of RCs is to be subordinated (Comrie 1989 
[1981]: 142-144, Lehmann 1986: 666, Andrews 2007: 206, 231-232) while at the same time 
subordinate RCs have been described as nominalized to varying degrees. This type of 
grammatical nominalization may be defined as a syntactic process “via which a finite verbal 
clause […] is converted into a noun phrase” (Givón 2016: 272). From this perspective, 
finiteness is evaluated on the relative construction, not only on the verb or on the RC 
(Chamoreau & Estrada 2016). There is a continuum where several degrees may arise 
between prototypical finite verbal clause and prototypical noun phrase (Givón 2001: 25). 
Pesh has an interesting way of distinguishing two degrees of finiteness as the finite WH-RC 
displays a clearly different type of structure from the most nominalized IHRC and EHRC. The RC 
with WH-word is finite and its subordinate feature is marked by a subordinator at the end of 
the verb. In contrast, in IHRCs and EHRCs, the marker that obligatorily occurs at the end of the 
relative construction in IHRCs and at the end of the RC in EHRCs (see Sections 9.3 and 9.4 for 
descriptions) is a case or the topic enclitic marker prototypically used at the end of noun 
phrases and postpositional phrases. Even if the verbs in (2) and (3) display finite features 
(pronominal and tense markers), the most nominalized features of IHRCs and EHRCs are 
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inferred from the occurrence of case or topic enclitic markers. This nominal property is 
exhibited by the relative construction that functions in the matrix clause as an NP or a PP. 
 As the internally and externally-headed RCs are in complementary distribution and 
possess similar characteristics, I will describe them first and then discuss the particular 
features of the RC introduced by a WH-word. The chapter is thus organized as follows: 
Section 9.2 provides a general overview of the main grammatical features, focusing on 
topics necessary for understanding the processes described in the following Sections. 
Section 9.3 presents the features of the IHRC, and Section 9.4 those of the EHRC in Pesh. 
Section 9.5 discusses the specificities of the RC introduced by a WH-word. Section 9.6 
addresses the question of the degrees of finiteness in the different strategies and concludes 
the chapter. 
 
 
9.2 Main features of Pesh 
 
Pesh (Pech, Paya, ISO pay) is the northernmost of the sixteen living Chibchan languages 
(Constenla Umaña 2012, Quesada 2007: 33), and the only one spoken in Honduras. Pesh is 
classified as the only language in the family that constitutes a unique branch; it is the sole 
language that does not belong to Core Chibchan (see Figure 9.1). 
 

 
 

FIGURE 9.1. Chibchan language family (adapted from Constenla Umaña 2012) 
 
9.2.1 Basic Morphosyntactic Features 
Pesh exhibits the main features associated with a verb-final, or more precisely an AOV 
constituent order, language. Thus the respective roles of the NPs preceding the verb are 
indicated by their position, as in (6) where the A patasuwama ‘our grandmothers’ precedes 
the O munia ‘munia’.4 Postpositional phrases (PP) usually appear before the verb, and are 
marked by an enclitic marker, as the locative enclitic marker =yã in (7). 
 
 
 

                                                           
4 The munia is a yucca drink. 
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(6) pàtàsùwámà mu ̃̀nyà kīˀɾə̃̀ʰ 
  A O V 
  pa-ta-suwa=ma munia Ø-kaɁ-ir-wa 
  INCL-POSS1-grandmother=TOP munia O3SG-make-S3PL-PFV 
  ‘Our grandmothers make munia.’ {Txt} 
 
 
(7) wàhá̃ɲá̃ nã̃̀áwá, pã̃̀hàkààs péɁpá 
  LOC V O  V 
  waha=yã nã-a-wa pãh aka=as Ø-peɁ-pa 
  mountain=LOC go-S1SG-PFV wood big=INDF O3SG-bring-S1SG.FUT 
  ‘I go to the mountain, I will bring a big piece of wood.’ {Txt} 
 
The properties of NPs are those typically associated with head-final characteristics. The 
possessor occurs before the possessee, as in (8) the possessor katʃara-ha ‘stream’ is 
preposed to the possessee a-tah ‘foot’ which is obligatorily marked by a possessive marker. 
The numeral and the article are always postposed, as in (7) and (8). 
 
 Possessor - Possessee (modifier – head) 
(8) kɾís yèkōɾtā pōɡ tʃìɾi  ẃa ́ˀ kātʃáɾáhá àta ́ɲã 
  kris ye korta pok tʃa-er-ri-wã katʃara-ha 
  once small woman two be_there-S3PL-PST-PRF stream-NMLZ 
 
  a-tah=yã 
  POSS3SG-foot=LOC 
  ‘Once, two young women were at the foot of a stream of water.’ 
 
Pesh features a split alignment that depends on the way the arguments are expressed. It has 
a nominative-accusative alignment for agreement affixes and an optional ergative-
absolutive or tripartite alignment for flagging free NP arguments (Chamoreau 2021).5 Pesh 
has compulsory verb agreement. This is a double marking language. The sole argument of an 
intransitive verb, as in (9), and the two arguments of a monotransitive verb, as in (10), are 
obligatorily encoded in the verb.  
 
 Intransitive verb 
(9) ké yùíma ̃̀yh kàhnì tèʃkrí 
  ke yui ma ̃̀yh kahni teʃ-k-er-i 
  already moon three four walk-K-S3PL-PST 
  ‘Already three or four months had passed.’ {Txt} 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
5 In independent and matrix clauses, the alignment is ergative-absolutive in the Carbon variety and tripartite 
(subject in intransitive verbs, ergative and accusative in transitive verbs) in the Culmi variety as in this latter, 
the subject of the intransitive verb is never marked (Chamoreau 2019). For the term ‘optional’, see McGregor 
and Verstraete 2010 and Chamoreau 2021. 
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 Monotransitive verb 
(10) kōrʰtālèrma ̃̀ː yùkú àtèˀw àtʃēʰɾà 
  korta-ler=ma yuku a-tewa a-tʃah-er-wa 
  woman-PL=TOP meat POSS3SG-chili O3SG-put-S3PL-PFV 
  ‘The women add chili to the meat (the chili of the meat).’ {Txt} 
 
In the case of a ditransitive verb, Pesh exhibits a secundative alignment for indexing: the 
participant that can be encoded is the PO (11) and (12), while the SO cannot be encoded 
(Chamoreau 2017a). 
 
 Ditransitive verb 
(11) tàtùs tàs tàsùwá wíʃkrí 
  ta-tus tas ta-suwa Ø-wiʃ-k-er-i 
  POSS1-father 1PRO POSS1-grandmother O3SG-give.O3-K-S3PL-PST 
  ‘My parents entrusted me to my grandmother.’ {Txt} 
 
(12) tàkàkì tàsùwárá tã̃̀ỹhi   ́
  ta-kaki ta-suwa=ra ta-ãyh-Ø-i 
  POSS1-mother POSS1-grandmother=ABS O1-give.O1/2-S3SG-PST 
  ‘My mother entrusted my grandmother to me.’ 
 
Pesh is a case-marking language with six case enclitics, listed in (13). 
 
(13) Phrasal case enclitics 
 =ya Ergative 
 =ra Absolutive (=ro, a dialectal variation used in the Carbon dialect) 
 =yã Locative 
 =yo Comitative/instrumental 
 =kan Similative (=ken, a dialectal variation used in the Carbon dialect) 
 =ri Temporal/manner 
 
Case-marking enclitics are phrase final, as in (14). 
 
(14) íspáràh àmùktá te ̃̀náhyó kàtu ̃̀ʃkáwá 
  isparah amukta tẽnah=yo katũʃ-k-a-wa 
  machete rotten heavy=INSTR work-K-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I worked with the rotten and heavy machete.’ {Txt} 
 
An optional ergative and absolutive or accusative enclitic marking is displayed (see note 5); 
its use is motivated by information structure, in particular the focusing of a participant (a 
precise study is in progress). For flagging, the A of a transitive verb may be indicated by the 
ergative marker =ya, as in (15).  
 
(15) a ́ áɾʰwɔ ŕò kìːná wìʃa ̃̀ àkákiyá 
  ã arwã=ro Ø-kaɁ-Ø-i=na wiʃã a-kaki=ya 
  DEM.DIST man=ABS O3SG-make-S3SG-PST=REP fish POSS3SG-mother=ERG 
  ‘They said that it was to this man that the mother of the fishes did it.’ {Txt} 
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In the variety of Carbon, the S of an intransitive verb, as in (16), the O of a monotransitive 
verb (17), and both O in a ditransitive verb may all be marked by the absolutive case marker 
=ro, as we also observe in the case of the SO in (12) and the PO in (15). In a ditransitive verb, 
Pesh exhibits a neutral object alignment for flagging (see note 5 for the tripartite alignment 
in the Culmi variety). 
 
(16) àkàwàyó tauwèhí ĩàpùrùrō tāwārkwá 
  a-kawa=yo tawe-Ø-hi ĩ a-puru=ro 
  POSS3SG-spouse=COM go_up-S3SG-PST DEM.PROX POSS3SG-canoe=ABS 
 
  ta-war-k-Ø-wa 
  MIDD-capsize-K-S3SG-PFV 
  ‘He went up with his spouse, and this canoe capsized.’{Txt} 
 
(17) tóɁ tāwɔ ̃̄wɘ ̃h̄  àyèˀkórtàˀró éhkíí 
  toɁ ta-wãwãh a-ye korta=ro Ø-eh-k-i-i 
  DEM.MED POSS1-grandfather POSS3-small woman=ABS O3SG-repair-K-S3SG-PST 
  ‘My grandfather healed the girl.’ {Txt} 
 
9.2.2 Topic Enclitic =ma 
The topic enclitic =ma is optional and is usually correlated with thematic discontinuity or 
referent complexity, that is, with the need to encode the topic to maintain discourse 
coherence (Chamoreau 2020b). It may indicate a continuing, shifted or contrastive topic. It 
is also used for frame-setting topics. The topic is usually left-dislocated; when various 
arguments are attested in a sentence, it occurs as the first NP. In (18), the syntactic O 

sira=ma ‘the meal’ is left-dislocated and marked by the topic marker, since this NP 
represents a shift of the topic. It is positioned before the A juana. 
 
(18) sìràmà juanayá kìɁí 
  sira=ma juana=ya Ø-kaɁ-i-i 
  meal=TOP J.=ERG O3SG-make-S3SG-PST 
  ‘As for the meal, Juana made it.’ {Txt} 
 
When =ma is used in a subject NP as in (10) or an object NP as in (18), it is impossible to use 
the ergative or absolutive case marker. The topic marker =ma is used alone with the 
constituent that expresses a core argument. In contrast, in a PP, when the topic is an 
oblique or adjunct constituent, such as the locative in (19), the string with the case enclitic 
and the enclitic =ma are obligatory. 
 
(19) a ́ya ́mà tàsùwáyó àkàtíʃkárí 
  ã=yã=ma ta-suwa=yo a-katiʃ-k-a-ri 
  DEM.DIST=LOC=TOP POSS1-grandmother=COM REFL/RECP-bring.up-K-S1SG-PST 
  ‘There, I was raised by my grandmother.’ {Txt} 
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9.3 Internally-Headed Relative Clauses 
 
In Pesh, the IHRC constitutes the most frequent and the primary strategy of forming RCs, 
since this type of construction is the only one used to relativize the subject. Comrie (1989 
[1981]: 145) treats this construction as a relative construction in which “the head noun 
remains expressed within the RC, in the usual form for a noun of that grammatical relation 
within a clause, and there is no overt expression of the head in the main clause… The fact 
that a clause is functioning as a noun phrase referring to the head is even clearer in 
Diegueño, where the clause in question can take the appropriate suffix to indicate its 
syntactic role in the main clause.” IHRCs constitute a subtype of the non-reduction strategy 
(Comrie & Kuteva 2005), in which the head nominal is a constituent of the RC (Basilico 1996: 
499). 
 In Pesh, relativization by means of an IHRC is used when the head nominal either has 
the function of a genitive (possessee) or is a core argument in the RC (most commonly the 
subject). When this happens, the phrasal marker that occurs at the right edge of the relative 
construction (which coincides with the right boundary of the RC, see Section 9.3.3.) indexes 
the syntactic role of the head nominal in the matrix clause. This marker is mandatory. In RCs, 
the alignment is nominative-accusative, as the marker =ma is used when the head nominal 
is the S as in (20) or the possessee as in (21) in the matrix clause. The nominative case 
marker =ma is only used in RCs, which is the reason why it does not belong to the list in (13). 
 
 Nominal: Genitive in RC - S in matrix clause 
(20) kwíʔás yèɁhá pèʃtùs ne ̃̀ímà àkàkíyó tàwàrkrí 
  [kwiʔ as yeɁ-ha peʃ-tus nã-Ø-i]=ma 
  year one small-NMLZ POSS3PL-father go-S3SG-PST=NOM 
   
  a-kaki=yo tawar-k-ir-i 
  POSS3SG-mother=COM stay-K-S3PL-PST 

‘The small boys whose father went out one year ago stayed with his (the father’s) 
mother.’  {Txt} 

 
 Nominal: S in RC – genitive (possessee) in matrix clause 
(21) kètʃàtàyèʔ pèʃóʔlàkàs ĩ ̃̀ɲã̃̀ tʃìràmà o ̃̀:ɲĩ ̃̀ 
  [ketʃa ta-yeɁ peʃ-oɁlak as ĩ=yã 
  yesterday POSS1-small POSS3PL-horse one DEM.PROX=LOC 
 
  tʃa-ir-wa]=ma õ:-n-Ø-i 
  be_there-S3PL-PFV=NOM sleep-DUR-S3SG-PST 
  ‘Yesterday, one horse of my boys who live here died.’ {Txt} 
 
The marker =ra is used when the head nominal is an O in the matrix clause, as in (22).  
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 Nominal: A in RC – PO in matrix clause 
(22) tàsmà kàpàn kàpàn kórtà tayèɁ kàtʃe ̃̀mirà wíʃkarí 
  tas=ma [kapan kapan korta ta-yeɁ Ø-ka-tʃã-Ø-pi]=ra 
  1PRO=TOP morning morning woman POSS1-small O3SG-APPL:R-see-S3SG-FUT=ACC 
 
  Ø-wiʃ-k-a-ri 
  O3SG-give.O3-K-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I entrusted him to the woman who will take care of my son every morning.’ {Txt} 
 
The presence of internally-headed relative constructions in Pesh is consistent with the verb-
final order language type (Keenan 1985: 163, Lehmann 1986, Basilico 1996). Dryer (2013) 
shows that in his corpus of 63 languages with IHRCs, 58 languages, that is to say 93%, are OV. 
Some counterexamples of the relation between IHRCs and OV constituent order exist in 
Austronesian languages, such as Tkang Besi, Tagalog or Seediq (Aldridge 2004). 
 
9.3.1 Position of the Head Nominal 
In Pesh, the IHRC is used when the role of the head nominal in the RC is a core argument or a 
genitive, as illustrated in (23) for S, in (24) for O, and in (20) for genitive. 
 
 Nominal: S in RC - locative in matrix clause 
(23) tèwà àwò tɨ ̃̀btòrás túɁ tʃòk tʃìríỹa ́ 
  tewa awo tib-a-tV-i=ras [tuɁ tʃok tʃa-ir-i]=yã 
  still rifle fire-S1SG-NEG-PST=RSN DEM.MED hill be_there-S3PL-PST=LOC 
  ‘Because I still didn’t fire in these hills that were (there).’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal: SO in RC - instrumental in matrix clause 
(24) tàsmà tàtùs íspáràh tã̃̀ỹhryó wã̃̀rí àmáskáríʔ 
  tas=ma [ta-tus isparah ta-ãyh-Ø-ri]=yo wãri 
  1PRO=TOP POSS1-father machete O1-give.O1/2-S3SG-PST=INSTR pig 
 
  a-mas-k-a-riʔ 
  O3SG-kill-K-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I killed the pig with the machete that my father gave to me.’ {Txt} 
 
The nominal occupies its syntactic position according to its role in the RC. Therefore, the 
nominal may occur as the first constituent in the relative construction, as in (23), that is to 
say as the left-most element (Boyle 2016:260). Alternatively, it may have a more internal 
position, as in (20) or (24). The position is an important parameter but not the most 
significant. In example (23), the RC includes two constituents, namely the nominal, that is 
the head and that functions as the S, and the V, so the nominal is the left-most element, in 
keeping with the verb-final order. Nevertheless, if another element is introduced as a 
locative constituent, it appears to the left of the RC, as in (25). The relevant feature for 
analyzing the RC in (23) as an IHRC is, firstly, the syntactic role of the head nominal in the RC 
and, secondly, the fact that the marker at the end of the relative construction corresponds 
to the role of the nominal in the matrix clause. The position of the nominal is analyzed as 
internal even if it occurs on the left. 
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 Nominal: S in RC - locative in matrix clause 
(25) tèwà àwò tɨ ̃̀btòrás a ́ya ́ túɁ tʃòk tʃìríỹa ́ 
  tewa awo tib-a-tV-i=ras [ã=yã tuɁ tʃok 
  still rifle fire-S1SG-NEG-PST=RSN DEM.DIST=LOC DEM.MED hill 
 
  tʃa-ir-i]=yã 
  be_there-S3PL-PST=LOC 
  ‘Because I still didn’t fire in these hills that were there.’ {Txt} 
 
The order within the RC corresponds to a verb-final, more specifically an AOV, constituent 
order, especially when the referents of the nominal are equal in degree of animacy. When 
two arguments are encoded by nominals, the nominal that functions as the A occurs before 
the one that functions as the O in the RC, as in (26).  
 
 Nominal: A in RC – O in matrix clause 
(26) árwá̃ òníh tàkàkì àrkàpáʃtèɁne ̃̀rírà kàpròháwá 
  [arwã onih ta-kaki a-r-kapaʃ-teɁ-nã-er-ri]=ra 
  man dead POSS1-mother O3SG-APPL:PAT-speak-come-go-S3PL-PST=ACC 
 
  ka-proh-a-wa 
  O3PL-look_for-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I looked for the dead men who came to speak to my mother and went away.’ {Txt} 
 
In (27), the order is A – SO – PO. In Pesh, the strict order means that no ambiguity occurs, 
unlike what has been reported for IHRCs in other languages (Comrie 1989 [1981]: 146, 
Keenan 1985: 163). 
 
 Nominal: PO in RC – S in matrix clause 
(27) pà i  ̃̀nsì árwá̃ kàkàkúhrímà ùwa ̃̀ ne ̃̀rí 
  [pa ĩnsi arwã ka-ka-kuh-u-ri]=ma uwã nã-er-i 
  2PRO medicine man O3PL-APPL:R-buy-S2-PST=NOM quickly go-S3PL-PST 
  ‘The men from whom you bought the medicine went quickly.’ {Txt} 
 
Some flexibility is possible when the encoding of the arguments is represented by different 
persons. As Pesh has a strict head-marking pattern, the arguments are encoded in the verb. 
In (28) the nominal that functions as the primary object, korta ‘the woman’, occurs before 
the nominal that functions as the SO ĩnsi ‘the medicine’, and before the pronoun that 
functions as the A tas; but since this is the first person, it is encoded as the suffix -a in the 
verb. 
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 Nominal: PO in RC – S in matrix clause 
(28) kórtà i  ̃̀nsì tàsàkàkáhrímà kúkúràɲá̃ tʃúá 
  [korta ĩnsi tas a-ka-kuh-a-ri]=ma 
  woman medicine 1PRO O3SG-APPL:R-buy-S1SG-PST=NOM 
 
  kukura=yã tʃa-Ø-wa 
  Moradel=LOC be_there-S3SG-PFV 
  ‘The woman from whom I bought the medicine lives in Moradel.’ {Txt} 
 
In (29), the nominal that is the A of the RC arwã pok ‘two men’ is postposed to the pronoun 
of the first person tas that functions as a PO (external possession in this context). As both are 
indexed in the verb, no misinterpretation is possible. 
 
 Nominal: A in RC – S in matrix clause 
(29) tàs árwá̃ pók tàko ̃̀:nĩ ̃̀rʃómàỹá̃há̃ tèkkrí 
  [tas arwã pok ta-ka-õ:-n-ir-ʃi-wa]=ma ã=yã=hã 
  1PRO man two O1-APPL:R-sleep-DUR-S3PL-PST.REC-PFV=NOM DEM.DIST=LOC=FOC 
 
  teɁ-k-ir-i 
  come-K-S3PL-PST 
  ‘The two men who died (on me) came here.’ {Txt} 
 
In (30), the order of the nominals that introduce the two objects is reversed: the PO pa ‘you’ 
occurs in the front position and the SO, the nominal yoɁra ‘cassava’, occurs after it. No 
ambiguity is possible because the A, the first person singular -a, and the PO, the second 
person pi-, are indexed in the verb. Thus the sole reading is that the head nominal yoɁra is 
the SO in the RC and the S in the matrix clause.  
 
 Nominal: SO in RC – S in matrix clause 
(30) pà yóɁrà pìkàkúhápéɁkárímà éɲàrí 
  [pa yoɁra pi-ka-kuh-a-peɁ-k-a-ri]=ma eɲa=r-Ø-i 
  2PRO cassava O2-APPL:R-buy-S1SG-bring-K-S1SG-PST=NOM good=COP-S3SG-PST 
  ‘The cassava that I bought and I brought to you was good.’ {Txt} 
 
In Pesh, in an IHRC the order usually follows the AOV constituent order. The head nominal 
appears in an internal position and its position usually depends on its syntactic role in the RC. 
Some pragmatic strategies allow for changing the order of the nominals that function as 
subject or object, but only if no ambiguity arises. 
 
9.3.2 Referential Status of the Head Nominal 
Various authors claim that in IHRCs the referential status of the head nominal is indefinite 
(Cole et al. 1982, Williamson 1987, Culy 1990, Basilico 1996: 507-510, Boyle 2016: 255). For 
example, Boyle (2016: 255) shows that Hidatsa, like other languages with IHRCs, obeys the 
indefiniteness restriction first proposed by Williamson (1987) for Lakota. This restriction on 
the head nominal follows from the quantificational analysis of IHRCs. Williamson claims that 
indefinites are not quantifiable, that is, they are “quantifier-free,” and that quantifiers are 
excluded as heads because semantically such a quantifier is interpreted as a restrictive term. 
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A definite is known and presupposes the content of its predicate. This property is not 
consistent with the existence of a RC in which the head would be already familiar to the 
hearer, as further specification by the RC is unnecessary. As a consequence, for these 
authors, the head of an IHRC can only be indefinite. 
 The examples in Pesh do not abide by the indefiniteness restriction, since indefinite 
nominals and definite nominals may be heads in an IHRC. The head nominal may be 
indefinite, as arwã-s ‘a man’ in (31), but also definite, as in (32) and (33).  
 
 Nominal: A in RC – PO in matrix clause 
(31) tàsmà i  ýa ́ árwa ́s tayèɁ kàtʃúíʃmimà wíʃkarí 
  tas=ma [ĩ=yã arwã-s ta-yeɁ 
  1PRO=TOP DEM.PROX=LOC man-INDF POSS1-small 
 
  Ø-ka-tʃuiʃ-Ø-pi]=ma Ø-wiʃ-k-a-ri 
  O3SG-APPL:R-learn-S3SG-FUT=TOP O3SG-give.O3-K-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I entrusted him to a man who will teach my son here.’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal: A in RC – S in matrix clause 
(32) i  ̃̀kìtmà tóɁministro ɲɛ ̃̀hu ̃̀ma ̃̀ tèɁkwá 
  ĩkita=ma [toɁ ministro Ø-yẽh-Ø-wa]=ma teɁ-k-Ø-wa 
  now=TOP DEM.MED minister O3SG-say-S3SG-PFV=NOM come-K-S3PL-PFV 
  ‘This minister who commands comes now.’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal: O in RC– S in matrix clause 
(33) tárwa ́ wákáʃ pók kàkúhímà kàɁyèrí 
  [ta-arwã wakaʃ pok ka-kuh-Ø-i]=ma kaɁ-yeɁ-er-i 
  POSS1-man cow two O3PL-buy-S3SG-PST=NOM make-small-S3PL-PST 
  ‘The two cows my husband bought gave birth.’ {Txt} 
 
Pesh has an indefinite article -s ‘a’, in (31) but does not have a definite article; however, the 
presence of a demonstrative in (32) shows that the NP is definite. In (33), the definiteness is 
the result of the pragmatic context expressed in the RC. The two cows are definite and 
referential cows because they are the two that the husband bought and presented earlier in 
the story. 
 
9.3.3 Position of the Enclitic Marker 
In IHRCs in Pesh, a mandatory enclitic marker appears in the final position. This obligation 
contrasts with the situation in which the enclitic marker is used in an NP where the case 
marking is optional for subjects and objects and only obligatory for the oblique and adjunct 
cases in PPs (see Section 9.2.1). This constraint in RCs signals that the clause is subordinated, 
since a subordinate clause (complement, adverbial, or relative) has an obligatory marker on 
the predicate, as in (34) for an adverbial temporal clause (see also example (23) for a 
subordinate of reason). 
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(34) àpìʃkáwá èyèʃkrámã̃̀ 
  apiʃ-k-a-wa [Ø-eyeʃ-k-er-wa]=mã  
  lie.down-K-S1SG-PFV O3SG-sing-K-S3PL-PFV=when/if  
  ‘I go to bed when they sing.’ {Txt} 
 
In an IHRC, the boundary of the RC and of the relative construction are the same, and the 
relative construction may function as a core argument, as in (33), or a postpositional phrase, 
as in (35), in the matrix clause. This is the reason why the enclitic marker always occurs at 
the right edge of the relative construction, as it is a phrasal enclitic. In example (35), I 
illustrate the position of the enclitic marker using the double square brackets. When the 
syntactic role of the head is an oblique or adjunct in the matrix clause, that is, when the 
relative construction functions as a PP, the corresponding case marker is used: the 
comitative/instrumental, as in (35) for comitative and (36) for instrumental, and locative, as 
in (37). 
 
 Nominal: A in RC - comitative in matrix clause 
(35) i  ̃̀kìtà árwa ́ éye ̃̀ʃkwáyó kápàʃíʃkwá 
  [[ĩkita arwã Ø-eyẽʃ-k-Ø-wa]RC]R.construction=yo kapaʃ-iʃ-k-Ø-wa 
  now man O3SG-sing-K-S3SG-PFV=COM speak-DES-K-S3SG-PFV 
  ‘He wants to speak with the man who is now singing.’ {Txt} 
 

 Nominal: SO in RC – instrumental in matrix clause 
(36) íspáràh ta ̃̀yhúríyó kàtu ̃̀ʃkáwá 
  [isparah ta-ãyh-u-ri]=yo katũʃ-k-a-wa 
  machete O1-give.O1/2-S2-PST=INSTR work-K-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I work with the machete you gave to me.’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal:  O in RC - locative in matrix clause 
(37) i  ̃̀kìtà àsò wàrà tīkèrɲá̃ kìtíhéɾéˀ 
  [ĩkita aso wara ti-k-er-wa]=yã Ø-ka-tV-Ø-i=here 
  now water green say-K-S3PL-PFV=LOC O3SG-make-NEG-S3SG-PST=MIR 
  ‘He made it in the green water as they now call it.’ {Txt} 
 
When the function of the head nominal is the S or the A in the matrix clause, the enclitic 
marker is always the nominative marker =ma, as in (38a) and (39a). Use of the ergative case 
marker =ya with transitive verbs, as in (38b), or the absolutive case marker =ra with 
intransitive verbs in Carbon variety, as in (39b), is ungrammatical. The requirement to use 
the marker =ma together with the ungrammaticality of the ergative and absolutive markers 
in this context shows that the relativization of the subject is related to topicality, as the 
nominative marker =ma has evolved from the topic marker (Chamoreau 2020b, Shibatani 
1991). 
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 Nominal: PO in RC – A  in matrix clause 
(38) a. kórtà i  ̃̀nsì tàsàkàkáhrímà kètʃá kìí 
 [korta ĩnsi tas a-ka-kuh-a-ri]=ma 
 woman medicine 1PRO O3SG-APPL:R-buy-S1SG-PST=NOM 
 
   ketʃa Ø-ka-Ø-i 
   yesterday O3SG-make-S3SG-PST 
   ‘The woman from whom I bought the medicine made it yesterday.’ {Txt} 
 
  b. * [korta ĩnsi tas a-ka-kuh-a-ri]=ya ketʃa Ø-ka-Ø-i 
 
 Nominal: SO in RC – S in matrix clause 
(39) a. pà yóɁrà pìkàkúhápéɁkárímà éɲàrí 
   [pa yoɁra pi-ka-kuh-a-peɁ-k-a-ri]=ma eɲa=r-Ø-i 
   2PRO cassava O2-APPL:R-buy-S1SG-bring-K-S1SG-PST=NOM good=COP-S3SG-PST 
   ‘The cassava that I bought and I brought to you was good.’ {Txt} 
 
  b. * [pa yoɁra pi-ka-kuh-a-peɁ-k-a-ri]=ra eɲa=r-Ø-i 
 
When the function of the head nominal is the O in the matrix clause, two types of enclitic 
marker are possible. The accusative case marker may be used, as in (40), or the topic 
marker, as in (41). The reason for the distribution of use of these markers is pragmatic: 
when the topic marker is used the nominal is topicalized, and when the accusative case is 
used it is focalized (in the meaning of Lambrecht’s focus, 1994). Focalization is the main 
reason for the use of the accusative marker (see Chamoreau 2021 and Section 9.2.1, a 
precise study is in progress). In (40), korta ‘the woman’ marks a selective focus (Chamoreau 
2018). 
 
 Nominal: A in RC – PO in matrix clause 
(40) tàsmà kàpàn kàpàn kórtà tayèɁ kàtʃe ̃̀mirà wíʃkarí 
  tas=ma [kapan kapan korta ta-yeɁ Ø-ka-tʃã-Ø-pi]=ra 
  1PRO=TOP morning morning woman POSS1-small O3SG-APPL:R-see-S3SG-FUT=ACC 
 
  Ø-wiʃ-k-a-ri 
  O3SG-give.O3-K-S1SG-PST 

‘I entrusted him to the woman who will take care of my son every morning [not 
another woman].’ {Txt} 

 
 Nominal: O in RC – O in matrix clause 
(41) kápànùtʃà a ̃̀pàrʃìmà àsòwáyá̃ káskírí 
  [kapani utʃa Ø-ã-par-ʃi]=ma aso-ha=yã 
  morning fish O3SG-eat-S1PL.INCL-PST.REC=TOP water-NMLZ=LOC 
 
  Ø-kas-k-ir-i 
  O3SG-fish-K-S3PL-PST 
  ‘As for the fish we ate in the morning, they fished it from the river.’ {Txt} 
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In this Section, relativization by means of an IHRC has been described as the most frequent 
and predominant strategy used to relativize nominals that have the role of a core argument 
or a genitive in the RC. In Pesh, this construction is consistent with the claim that it is 
common in languages with head-final order (Keenan 1985:163, Dryer 2013). But this 
construction does not abide by the indefiniteness restriction and the fact that an IHRC has 
been described as potentially ambiguous. 
 
 
9.4 Externally-Headed Relative Clauses Using the Gapping Strategy 
 
In an EHRC, the head nominal occurs outside the RC. The RC is always postnominal and the 
external head nominal is represented by a gap marked by __ inside the RC, as in (42). 
 
 Nominal: Locative in RC - S in matrix clause 
(42) kàha ́ nã̃̀pìryá̃ páɁk kàha ́hí 
  kahã [ __  nã-pir-pi]=yã paɁk kahã=i 
  village          go-S1PL.INCL-FUT=LOC lake village=COP.S3SG.PFV 
  ‘The village where we will go is the village La Laguna.’ {Txt} 
 
The postnominal position may not be expected as a feature of an OV language. 
Nevertheless, Dryer (2007:97) notes that among OV languages, postnominal and prenominal 
orders are about equally common. In the case of Pesh, there are two reasons for this 
position. First, in an NP, modifiers such as the indefinite article and numeral are postposed 
(see examples (7) and (8), Section 9.2.1). Second, in an independent clause, the verb is 
usually postposed. The frequency of final position for verbs is relatively high. A text count 
conducted on a corpus of texts from five hours of recording revealed that 71% of the 
transitive predicates are postposed. In subordinate clauses (complement, adverbial, and 
relative), the embedded verb occurs at the right edge of the clauses (see example (23)). 
 In Pesh, an EHRC is used when the head nominal functions as an oblique or adjunct in 
the RC, as in (42) for locative, in (43) for instrumental, in (44) for comitative, and in (45) for 
similative or object of comparison. This is an embedded construction, since the nominal 
forms an immediate constituent with the RC. 
 
 Nominal: Instrumental in RC - O in matrix clause 
(43) kúkàrskà yèɁhá tàkìíyó úhàrí 
  kukarska [yeɁ-ha ___ ta-ka-Ø-i]=yo Ø-uh-a-ri 
  hoe small-NMLZ          O1-hit-S3SG-PST=INSTR O3SG-hide-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I hid the hoe with which the small boy hit me.’ 
 
 Nominal: Comitative in RC - O in matrix clause 
(44) árwa ́ kápàʃíʃkáwáyó kàkòrstá 
  arwã [ ___ kapaʃ-iʃ-k-a-wa]=yo Ø-ka-kors-t-a-wa 
  man           speak-DES-K-S1SG-PFV=COM O3SG-APPL:R-write-DUR-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I write to the man with whom I want to speak.’ {Txt} 
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 Nominal: Similative in RC - O in matrix clause 
(45) ã̃̀ɲã̃̀ ɲẽ̃̀húríkán kàárí 
  ãɲã [ ___ Ø-yẽh-u-ri]=kan Ø-ka-a-ri 
  thus              O3SG-say-S2-PST=SIM O3SG-make-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I did it in the way you said.’ {Txt} 
 
9.4.1 Position of the Enclitic Marker 
In an EHRC, as in an IHRC, the enclitic is mandatory. This strategy results in an unambiguous RC 
because the marker is the one that involves the significant semantic information in the RC 
(locative, comitative, instrumental, similative). The position of the case enclitic at the right 
edge of the RC is not expected because the enclitic is a phrasal enclitic (see Section 9.2.1). In 
example (45), if the square brackets of the relative construction were used, the position 
should be: [ãɲã [ ___ Ø-yẽh-u-ri]RC=kan]R.construction (compare with example (35) for IHRC). 
 Nevertheless, this position can be explained by three factors. First, the phrasal enclitic 
is expected to occur in association with the head nominal in the RC. But the representative 
of the head nominal in the RC is a gap. The enclitic cannot attach to a gap; it needs a 
distinctive host. For this reason, the enclitic migrates to the right edge of the RC (Weber 
1983: 41-46). The use and migration of the case marker result in an unambiguous RC. 
 The second factor is provided by the deletion of the RC. When the case enclitic 
corresponds to the syntactic role of the head nominal in the RC, this case enclitic could be 
deleted. Compare (44) with (46): 
 

(46) árwa ́ kàkòrstá 
  arwã Ø-ka-kors-t-a-wa 
  man O3SG-APPL:R-write-DUR-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I write to the man.’ 
 
The third factor involves the possibility of a string of enclitics; each enclitic corresponds to a 
distinctive domain (two enclitics in the same domain, for example two case enclitics, are not 
possible). The enclitics have a strict order: =case enclitic =topic enclitic. 
 

- The first enclitic is an oblique or adjunct case enclitic. It occurs at the right edge of 
the RC, where it flags the syntactic role of the head nominal in the RC: locative (47), 
comitative (48), instrumental (49), or object of comparison (50). 

- The second enclitic is the topic enclitic. It occurs at the end of the relative 
construction and indicates the pragmatic function (topic) of the head nominal in the 
matrix clause. 

 
 Nominal: Locative in RC – topicalized S in matrix clause 
(47) kàha ́ tʃàɁáríya ́mà yèɁí 
  kahã [ ___ tʃa-a-ri]=yã=ma yeɁ=i 
  village  be_there-S1SG-PST=LOC=TOP small=COP.S3SG.PFV 
  ‘As for the village where I was born, it is small.’ {Txt} 
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 Nominal: Comitative in RC – topicalized O in matrix clause 
(48) kórtà tèɁkúríyómà kàhírtáwá 
  korta [ ___ teɁ-k-u-ri]=yo=ma ka-hir-a-tV-wa 
  woman  come-K-S2-PST=COM=TOP O3PL-know-S1SG-NEG-PFV 
  ‘As for the the women with whom you came, I didn’t know them.’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal: Instrumental in RC – topicalized S in matrix clause 
(49) kàsúrústà sìrà tásbèrʃìyómà to ̃̀ʃkí 
  kasurusta [sira  ___  Ø-tas-ber-ʃi]=yo=ma tõʃ-k-Ø-i 
  knife food O3SG-cut-S1PL.EXCL-PST.REC=INSTR=TOP disappear-K-S3SG-PST 
  ‘As for the knife with which we cut the food, it disappeared.’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal: Similative in RC – topicalized A in matrix clause 
(50) yùkú kàtùhúkánmà tàhtétwá 
  yuku [ ___ Ø-ka-tuh-u-wa]=kan=ma ta-hte-Ø-tV-wa 
  meat  O3SG-APPL:R-cook-S2-PFV=SIM=TOP O1SG-like-S3SG-NEG-PFV 
  ‘As for the meat the way you cook it, I don’t like it.’ {Txt} 
 
9.4.2 Constraints on the Role of the Head Nominal in the Relative Clause 
In EHRCs, the head nominal functions as an oblique or adjunct in the RC, as in (42) for 
locative, in (43) for instrumental, in (44) for comitative, and in (45) for similative or object of 
comparison. In the matrix clause, the head nominal functions most frequently as a subject, 
as in (42), or an object, as illustrated in (43), (44), and (45). The fact that the head is 
predominantly a subject or an object in the matrix clause is probably a consequence of the 
optional case marking attested in the language for arguments and the absence of a genitive 
case marker (see Section 9.2.1). The head nominal can also function as a locative in both the 
RC and the matrix clause, as in (51). 
 
 Nominal: Locative in RC and in matrix clause  
(51) su ̃̀e śmà àsò wìʃa ̃̀ úrìs tʃìrúyá̃ nàstìrí 
  sũẽs=ma aso [wiʃã uris ___ tʃa-ir-wa]=yã nast-ir-i 
  donkey=TOP water fish many  live-S3PL-PFV=LOC jump-S3PL-PST 
  ‘The donkeys jumped in the water where many fish were.’ {Txt} 
 
When in both the RC and the matrix clause the oblique or adjunct function of the nominal is 
anything other than locative, a relative construction is never attested. The two clauses are 
linked paratactically, as in (52) and (53). 
 
(52) tàu ̃̀ɲyó kàpáʃkáríɁ i  ýó tèɁkí 
  [ta-aũɲa=yo kapaʃ-k-a-riɁ] [ĩ=yo teɁ-k-Ø-i] 
  POSS1-woman’s_sister=COM speak-K-S1SG-PST DEM.PROX=COM come-K-S3SG-PST 
  ‘I spoke with my sister, I came with her.’ 
  Intended meaning: ‘I came with my sister with whom I spoke’. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/most%20frequently
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(53) pràwàmà àtʃáháyá̃ tʃìrí pàku ̃̀ á̃yó káàrí 
  [prawa=ma atʃaha=yã tʃa-ir-i] [pakũ ã=yo  
  candy=TOP box=LOC be_there-S3PL-PST dog DEM.DIST=INSTR  
 
  Ø-ka-a-ri] 
  O3SG-hit-S1SG-PST 
  ‘The candies were in the box, I hit the dog with it.’  
  Intended meaning: ‘I hit the dog with the box where the candies were’. 
 
In this Section, relativization by means of an EHRC has been described as a strategy used 
when the syntactic role of the head nominal in the RC is peripheral (adjunct or oblique). The 
head is usually a subject or an object in the matrix clause and may also have a locative role 
in the matrix clause, showing the specificity of this role. 
 
 
9.5 Relative Constructions Introduced by a WH-Word 
 
The relative constructions with a WH-word that functions as a relative pronoun are only used 
in the locative role. They are used in various villages but are uncommon. 
 
 
9.5.1 The WH-Words Piah ‘WHERE’ and Pikan ‘Where, in which Direction’ 
In this strategy, the head nominal occurs outside the RC, and is taken up inside the RC by 
means of the WH-words piah ‘where’ or pikan ‘where, in which direction’ that play the 
semantic role of the head in the RC. These WH-words function as relative pronouns. This type 
of RC is less common, as it only occurs when the head nominal has the syntactic role of a 
locative adjunct within the RC. The WH-word piah ‘where’ is formed by the verb pi ‘place, put 
down’ and the nominalizer -ah, as in (54), and the WH-word pikan (or the dialectal variant 
piken) is formed by the verb pi and the case maker =kan ‘similative’, as in (55).  
 
 Nominal: Locative in RC – O in matrix clause 
(54) kètʃá tàkàɁó pìáh tàs tʃàɁárísrí tʃã̃̀brí 
  ketʃa ta-kaɁo [pi-ah tas t tʃaɁ-a-ri=sri 
  yesterday POSS1-house place-NMLZ 1PRO  be_there-S1SG-PST=UNCRT 
 
  Ø-tʃã-ber-i 
  O3SG-see-S1PL.EXCL-PST 
  ‘Yesterday, we saw the house where I was perhaps born.’ {Txt} 
 
 Nominal: Locative in RC and in matrix clause 
(55) tàpàtʃà kúɁkàkáyã́ pìkén tʃèɁèríkén tèkkrí 
  ta-patʃa kuɁk aka=yã [pi=ken t  tʃaɁ-er-i=ken] 
  POSS1-man’s_sister earth big=LOC place-SIM  be_there-S3PL-PST=DBT 
 
  teɁ-k-ir-i 
  come-K-S3PL-PST 
  ‘My sisters came from the big land where they (possibly) lived.’ {Txt} 
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The WH-word always occurs at the beginning of the clause and indicates the role of the head 
nominal within the RC, as in (54) kaɁo ‘house’ and in (55) kuɁk aka ‘big land’. If the head 
functions as a locative in the matrix clause, the case marker occurs after the head nominal, 
as in (55). This type of RC is always postnominal and is embedded, as the head nominal 
forms an immediate constituent with the RC. 

When the head nominal is locative in the RC and in the matrix clause, the external 
head nominal is flagged by the locative case. This feature distinguishes this type of RC from 
the EHRC, where it is impossible for the locative case to mark the external head nominal. 
Compare (55) with (51). 
 The WH-word that functions as a relative pronoun pronominalizes the whole locative 
nominal and has a clause-initial position that does not represent the prototypical position 
occupied by the adjunct phrase in a simple clause. Comparing (54) with (56), we observe 
that the fronting of the constituent that indicates the locative role leaves a trace in the 
original position (Comrie 1998: 64-67), marked by t in (54) and (55). 
 
(56) tàs tàkàɁóyá̃ tʃàɁárí 
  tas ta-kaɁo=yã  tʃaɁ-a-ri 
  1PRO POSS1-house=LOC be_there-S1SG-PST 
  ‘I was born in my house.’ 
 
The relative pronouns are grammaticalized from the WH-word piah ‘where’, as in (57) and 
pikan ‘where, in which direction’ as in (58). From the 18 elements used as WH-words found 
in Pesh (Chamoreau 2020a) piah ‘where’ and pikan ‘where, in which direction’ are the only 
two that are used in a headed relative construction. 
 
(57) pìáh nẽ̃̀rísà 
  pi-ah nã-er-ri=sa 
  place-NMLZ go-S3PL-PST=WH 
  ‘Where did they go?’ {Txt} 
 
(58) pìkán pìtùswá nẽ̃̀ísà 
  pi=kan pi-tus-wa nã-Ø-i=sa 
  place=SIM POSS2-father-2PL go-S3SG-PST=WH 
  ‘Where (in which direction) did your father go?’ {Txt} 
 
9.5.2 The Subordinator 
In a RC introduced by a WH-word, the verb is obligatorily marked by a subordinate marker. 
These subordinators indicate the status of syntactic dependence of the RC in relation to the 
matrix clause. Three subordinators have been attested: the subordinator =sri in (54), which 
semantically conveys the state of affairs as uncertain; the dubitative subordinator =kan (or 
dialectal =ken) in (55); and the subordinator =ma in (59), which conveys certainty. These 
subordinators are encliticized on the verb. The difference between these enclitics 
corresponds to the degree of probability that the event described in the proposition will 
happen or has happened (Chamoreau 2020a). 
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(59) tàkàɁó pìáh tʃàɁárímá àhíráwá 
  ta-kaɁo [pi-ah t tʃaɁ-a-ri=ma] a-hir-a-wa 
  POSS1-house place-NMLZ  be_there-S1SG-PST=CRT O3SG-know-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I know the house where I was born.’ {Txt} 
 
The subordinator =sri indicates uncertainty and may be translated in English by including 
‘perhaps’ in the clause. The subordinator =kan is grammaticalized from the similative 
enclitic =kan (see Section 9.2.1 and Chamoreau 2017b: 331-335, Chamoreau 2020a). 
Compare the use of the similative enclitic in an EHRC in (45) and (50). In (45) and (50), the 
meaning is of similarity (or object of comparison) and the marker functions as a phrasal 
enclitic. In a subordinate clause, the marker is grammaticalized, with the meaning of doubt 
or weak possibility, as in (55) and (60). 
 
 Nominal: Locative in RC – O in matrix clause 
(60) kàhã pìkán nèíkán àhírtáwá 
  kahã [pi=kan t na-Ø-i=kan] a-hir-a-tV-wa 
  village place=SIM  go-S3SG-PST=DBT O3SG-know-S1SG-NEG-PFV 
  ‘I didn’t know the village to where he possibly went.’ {Txt} 
 
The certainty marker =ma as in (59) is related to the topic marker =ma in an NP, as in (10) 
and (18). Topic and certainty markers share the same characteristic of introducing a given or 
actualized participant or event (Chamoreau 2020b). 
 In this Section, RCs introduced by a WH-word that functions as a relative pronoun have 
been described as a strategy – distinct from IHRC and EHRC structures – using a WH-word at 
the beginning of the RC, in which the verb is marked by a subordinator. This is the sole role 
that is expressed by two strategies in Pesh, perhaps because RCs with the locative are more 
commonly used than RCs with other adjunct roles. 
 
 
9.6 Pesh: A Predominantly Internally-Headed Relative Clause Language 
 
In this chapter, I have described the three strategies of headed restrictive relative 
constructions in Pesh, showing that these three types are not used to the same extent in the 
language. In Pesh, the syntactic role of the head nominal in the RC is important for 
distinguishing the three types of restrictive relative construction. Pesh is a predominantly 
internally-headed RC language: this is its primary and most frequent strategy, because it is 
used when the head corresponds to a core argument or a genitive in the RC. In Pesh IHRCs are 
consistent with the different features known to describe this type of construction except for 
the indefiniteness restriction, since indefinite and definite nominals may be heads in the IHRC. 
In contrast, EHRCs and WH-RCs are less frequent, as they are used when the head corresponds 
to a peripheral function in the RC. RCs introduced by a WH-word are the least frequent as they 
are only used in the locative role. EHRCs are more frequent than WH-RCs but less so than IHRCs. 
EHRCs are used when the head corresponds to an adjunct or an oblique role, such as the 
instrumental, comitative, locative or object of comparison. 
 If we momentarily exclude WH-RCs, we observe that IHRCs and EHRCs have a 
complementary distribution. This process may be the consequence of the optional case 
marking attested in the language for arguments and the absence of a genitive case marker 
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(see Section 9.2.1). In IHRCs, what is important is to mark the syntactic role of the head 
nominal in the matrix clause (obliques, adjuncts or arguments), but not in the RC: as this is 
an argument or a genitive, a marker is optional. In contrast, in EHRCs the information to be 
highlighted is the syntactic role of the head in the RC (obliques, adjuncts or arguments) 
because the head appears outside the RC. The language has found strategies for marking the 
syntactic roles that carry the necessary information for avoiding misinterpretation. As in the 
case of WH-RCs, this strategy is only used for the locative. Relative constructions for the 
locative role show a specific position in different systems (see Chapter 1 in this volume). 
 The compulsory use of a marker at the end of the verb for RCs introduced by a WH-
word, at the right edge of a RC for EHRCs, and at the right edge of a relative construction for 
IHRCs shows clearly that the construction is always subordinated. The presence of the 
marker is obligatory and is analyzed as a specific constraint on subordinating these clauses. 
In all the RCs in Pesh the verb is finite, since the verb is marked for both arguments and 
tense and aspect, and it may be a complex serial verb, as in (61) for an IHRC. These verbal 
characteristics are associated with finiteness features. 
 
 Nominal: S in RC – O in matrix clause 
(61) árwã́ òníh tàkàkì àrkàpáʃtèɁne ͂̀rírà kàpròháwá 
  [arwã onih ta-kaki a-r-kapaʃ-teɁ-nã-er-ri]=ra 
  man dead POSS1-mother O3SG-APPL:PAT-speak-come-go-S3PL-PST=ACC 
 
  ka-proh-a-wa 
  O3PL-look_for-S1SG-PFV 
  ‘I looked for the dead men who came to speak to my mother and went away.’ {Txt} 
 
Nevertheless, in this language, two different degrees of finiteness exist: RCs introduced by a 
WH-word have a higher degree of finiteness, as the subordination is marked by the presence 
of the relative pronoun and a subordinator at the end of the verb, while IHRCs and EHRCs 
have a lower degree of finiteness, since the nominal character of IHRCs and EHRCs may be 
inferred from the presence of case or topic enclitics, usually used in NPs and in PPs. This 
type of lower degree of finiteness or grammatical nominalization may be defined as a 
syntactic process “via which a finite verbal clause … is converted into a noun phrase” (Givón 
2016: 272). Finiteness is evaluated on the relative construction, not only on the verb or on 
the RC (Chamoreau & Estrada 2016). 
 The present study provides a first analysis of RCs in Pesh, in particular the relevance of 
internally-headed relative constructions, but it is also an invitation to continue studying this 
type of construction in the indigenous languages of Mexico and Central America. 
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